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I. INTRODUCTION 1 
 2 
Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Christopher C. Thomas.  My business address is 309 W. Washington, Suite 4 

800, Chicago, IL 60606. 5 

 6 

Q. What is your present occupation? 7 

A. I am employed by the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) as the Director of Policy.  My 8 

duties include filing expert testimony before the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” 9 

or “Commission”), oversight of the testimony filed by external expert witnesses on 10 

CUB’s behalf, and management of the Policy Department.  I am testifying on behalf of 11 

CUB in this case. 12 

 13 

Q. Please summarize your professional experience. 14 

A. My professional career includes more than eleven years as a utility regulatory economist.  15 

I started my career as a regulatory economist in the Telecommunications Department of 16 

the Missouri Public Service Commission.  I became a CUB employee in September 2004, 17 

and have filed testimony before the ICC in numerous dockets.  CUB Exhibit 1.1, attached 18 

to this testimony, is my resume and a list of the dockets in which I have filed testimony 19 

and a brief description of the nature of each docket. 20 

 21 

Q. Please describe your educational background. 22 

A. I have a Bachelor's degree in Business Administration with a concentration in Finance 23 

and a minor in Economics from Truman State University, and a Master’s degree in 24 
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Economics and Finance from Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville. 25 

 26 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 27 

A. I respond to the Multi-Year Performance Metrics Plan (“Plan”) filed by Ameren Illinois 28 

Company (“Ameren” or “the Company”).  Public Act 97-0616 (“the Act”) offers electric 29 

utilities the option to have their delivery services rates set by a formula in exchange for 30 

the utility undertaking specific infrastructure investments.  This Act is intended to ensure 31 

that Illinois’ electric utility infrastructure will promote future economic development in 32 

the state and that Illinois’ electric utilities will be able to continue to provide quality 33 

electric service to their customers.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(a).  This includes offering 34 

innovative technological solutions that enhance customer experience and service options, 35 

for example, smart meters that are dependent on a modernized smart grid.  Id.  As part of 36 

this new legislation, the Act requires that requires that within 30 days of filing a formula 37 

rate tariff, a participating utility must develop and file with the Commission multi-year 38 

metrics designed to achieve, ratably (i.e., in equal segments) over a 10 year period, 39 

improvement over baseline performance values.  Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 2. 40 

  CUB believes that these new investments described in the Act, particularly the 41 

smart grid investments, hold great potential for customers.  With these investments 42 

customers could see new opportunities for savings through expanded demand response 43 

and energy efficiency programs as well as improvements in reliability and billing 44 

accuracy.  The legislation also begins, for the first time, to introduce the notion that a 45 

utility’s performance in delivering improved service to its customers should be measured 46 

and evaluated over time. 47 
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  This legislation places the Commission in a position to consider strategically how 48 

the investments Ameren makes as an electing utility under this new Act can be best 49 

positioned to serve Ameren’s customers.  The Act presents the Commission with 50 

opportunities to improve the electric industry's performance, in terms of both innovation 51 

and cost-effectiveness, with mandatory infrastructure investments made over multiple 52 

years.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(b)(2). 53 

Evaluating this magnitude of investment is no easy task, and the Commission will 54 

need a roadmap to use from year to year as it reviews Ameren’s progress towards 55 

meeting its investment obligations.  For example, California, as I discuss below, is 56 

looking to use performance metrics to guide smart grid deployment.  With the framework 57 

provided by this legislation, the Commission can adopt a similar approach and use the 58 

performance metrics I discuss to guide investment.    59 

 60 

Q. What does an “enhanced customer experience” mean in your opinion? 61 

A. Enhanced customer experience means that the customer has more information about the 62 

customer’s energy usage, more means to control that usage, and more benefits from 63 

Ameren’s investments in terms of lower bills, improved reliability and increased 64 

customer satisfaction.  For smart grid investments, including Advanced Metering 65 

Infrastructure (“AMI”) investments, customers can also receive environmental benefits 66 

associated with changes in utility operations and pricing through avoided greenhouse gas 67 

(“GHG”) emissions. 68 

 69 

Q. Why is it necessary to establish metrics for these investments? 70 
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A.  The Commission needs to maintain a focus on investment outcomes and utility 71 

performance instead of investment dollars and utility compliance.  The relevant metrics 72 

would measure whether the utility, the parties, and the Commission have created a logical 73 

plan to accomplish the broader objectives central to achieving the Act's goals.  I 74 

recommend the Commission adopt additional metrics, based on the objectives identified 75 

below, which can be used to evaluate whether or not Ameren’s investments are in fact 76 

delivering an “enhanced customer experience” as mentioned in the Act.  77 

 78 

II. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 79 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions in your testimony. 80 

A.  The Commission should adopt additional performance metrics, beyond those explicit in 81 

the Act,  to ensure that customers see the greatest possible benefits from the investments 82 

Ameren is about to undertake.  The Commission should adopt the metrics described 83 

below and institute a workshop process to develop additional metrics. 84 

 85 

III. PERFORMANCE METRICS 86 

Q. Does the Act discuss performance metrics?  87 

A.  Yes.  Ameren's testimony summarizes accurately the relevant provision, Section 16-88 

108.5(f), as follows:  89 

Section 16-108.5(f) requires that within 30 days of filing a performance-90 
based formula rate tariff under Section 16.108.5(c), a participating utility 91 
must develop and file with the Commission multi-year metrics designed to 92 
achieve, ratably (i.e. in equal segments) over a 10-year period, 93 
improvement over baseline performance values... 94 

 Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 3. 95 
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The Act requires specific performance metrics to be included in Ameren’s Plan, 96 

which Ameren outlined in its testimony.  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(f); Ameren Ex. 1.0 at 3-4.   97 

 98 

Q. Have you reviewed the metrics identified in the Act? 99 

A. Yes.  They focus on improvements in customer reliability, billing accuracy and collection 100 

as well as on improved opportunities for minority-owned and women-owned businesses: 101 

• System Average Interruption Frequency Index (“SAIFI”): Ameren must improve 102 
system-wide SAIFI (“System SAIFI”) by 20%, ratably over the 10-year period.   103 

• Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (“CAIDI”): Ameren must 104 
improve system-wide CAIDI (“System CAIDI”) by 15%, ratably over the 10-year 105 
period. 106 

• Service Reliability Targets: Ameren must improve the total number of customers 107 
who exceed the service reliability targets by 75%, ratably over the 10-year period. 108 

• Estimated Electric Bills: Ameren must reduce the number of estimated electric 109 
bills by 56%, ratably over the 10-year period. 110 

• Consumption on Inactive Meters (“CIM”): Ameren must reduce CIM by 56%, 111 
ratably over the 10-year period. 112 

• Unaccounted for Energy (“UFE”): Ameren must reduce UFE by 50%, ratably 113 
over the 10-year period. 114 

• Uncollectible Expense: Ameren must reduce uncollectible expense by $3,500,000 115 
ratably over the 10-year period. 116 

• Opportunities for Minority-Owned and Women-Owned Business Enterprises 117 
(“MWBE”): Ameren must design a performance metric regarding the creation of 118 
opportunities for minority-owned and female-owned business enterprises.  119 
Ameren stated that its goal is to increase contracting with minority- and female-120 
owned businesses by 15% over a 10-year period, to $17 million annually.  121 
Ameren Ex. 3.0 at 2. 122 

220 ILCS 5/16-.108.5(f). 123 

 124 

 125 
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Q. Do these metrics alone deliver the enhanced customer experience you mentioned 126 

earlier? 127 

A. Not by themselves, no.  It is certainly true that improvements in reliability and billing 128 

accuracy will benefit customers.  Reducing the amount of uncollectible expense and lost 129 

energy, as I refer to CIM and UFE, will benefit customers, perhaps even more directly 130 

than improvements in reliability since these improvements have a direct dollar value 131 

associated with them.  There are additional measures that the Commission should track 132 

over time to maximize the consumer and environmental value of the smart grid.   133 

 134 

Q. What kinds of benefits? 135 

A. Potential benefits include: 136 

• Improvements in Ameren’s operational efficiency and system reliability, 137 
including reduced metering costs through automated metering and improved asset 138 
life through improved information on maintenance issues in wires or in 139 
substations, before the equipment failures or outages even occur. 140 

• Consumer benefits through improved usage information and ability to manage 141 
energy usage through energy efficiency, demand response and distributed 142 
generation investments, not only through expanded rate options that will give 143 
additional potential money saving opportunities from energy conservation and 144 
load shifting but through new technologies made practicable by smart grid 145 
investments. 146 

• Environmental benefits through smarter long-term generation and transmission 147 
investments and more efficient resource utilization, avoided GHG emissions 148 
associated with peak energy usage and meter reading, and improved renewable 149 
resource interconnection. 150 

The Commission has a responsibility to ensure these benefits are realized to the 151 

greatest extent possible.  No infrastructure investment program, much less one on the 152 

scale required by the Act, can be successful unless customers see material benefits to 153 

them.  That is why it is important the Commission track such benefits over time. 154 
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Q. Are the metrics in the Act sufficient to ensure material benefits? 155 

A. No.  For example, the Act lays out goals related to improved reliability and reduced 156 

system energy consumption.  However, the Act fails to specify how those goals can be 157 

achieved.  For example, higher power quality will result in money saved from outages, 158 

because smart grid investments can – and should - create and provide more stable and 159 

reliable power to reduce down time.  The Commission can address this issue by requiring 160 

Ameren to perform a voltage optimization study of their distribution system and 161 

implement a voltage optimization plan.   162 

The bottom line is that the Commission should add metrics that ensure that 163 

customers see material benefits, and the easiest way to do that is to empower customers 164 

to control their energy usage – and by extension their relationship with the utility. The 165 

Commission should also increase the potential for viable alternatives to Ameren to 166 

emerge and compete to provide new services, such as distributed generation.  The 167 

Commission should also measure the environmental benefits associated with Ameren’s 168 

infrastructure investments.    169 

 170 

Q. What objectives should the Commission focus on? 171 

A. These “broader objectives” are those things that would result in an enhanced customer 172 

experience.  For example, with respect to the customers’ ability to understand and 173 

manage energy usage, the Commission can look at whether Ameren has introduced any 174 

new pricing rates which will induce efficient consumption.  The Commission should 175 

establish metrics for determining whether consumers have increased their understanding 176 

of (a) ways to lower their bills; (b) ways to consume more efficiently; (c) how bills are 177 
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computed (so that they understand their responsibility to pay off sunk costs even as they 178 

reduce future costs); and (d) ways in which third parties, who are not the utility, can enter 179 

the marketplace to provide enhanced services to customers. Since customer education is 180 

the first step to adoption of any rate, the Commission must include a metric to measure 181 

how well Ameren is teaching customers about how their energy usage affects their bills 182 

and the environment.  One possible metric would be the use of surveys to measure 183 

customer comprehension before and after Ameren undertakes a customer education 184 

campaign.  The Commission can ask Ameren to undertake a survey of the best practices 185 

in the design of customer rates, and create a schedule for piloting and assessing those 186 

practices in Illinois.   187 

 188 

Q. Why should there be a performance metric for facilitating third-party services? 189 

A. Performance is defined not just by competently keeping lights on, but also by innovation 190 

and creativity.  Ameren is about to undertake a massive investment program that 191 

positions the Commission, the utility and stakeholders to examine how these investments 192 

can be used to identify new technologies, new service offerings and new providers that 193 

empower customers to make efficient decisions.  A smart grid should create an open 194 

marketplace where alternative energy sources from geographically distant locations can 195 

easily be sold to customers wherever they are located.  Intelligence in distribution grids 196 

should enable small producers to generate and sell electricity at the local level using 197 

alternative sources such as rooftop-mounted photo voltaic panels, small-scale wind 198 

turbines, and micro hydro generators.   199 

These are not impossible goals to measure.  For example, the Commission can – 200 
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and should – require utilities like Ameren to have a distributed generation program in 201 

place that demonstrates ease of connection and includes net metering.  To make sure that 202 

customers can benefit from this program, the Commission should require Ameren to 203 

present a plan for how wholesale market access of distributed generation can be 204 

maximized. 205 

 206 

Q. Can you provide specific examples of how the Commission can do this? 207 

A. Yes.  Ameren’s investments must enable maximum access by third parties to the grid, 208 

creating a welcoming platform for deployment of a wide range of clean energy 209 

technologies and energy management services.  Potential metrics include whether or not 210 

Ameren has established a platform for maximum access by 3rd parties to data such that 211 

they can participate competitively in energy markets.  The Commission can also examine 212 

how long it takes Ameren to demonstrate full compliance with National Institute of 213 

Standards and Technology (“NIST”) interoperability standards. 214 

With respect to the distributed generation program, the Commission should 215 

mandate that Ameren’s investments must accommodate all generation and storage 216 

options.  Ameren’s investments must then reduce traditional power loads, and also 217 

seamlessly interconnect with renewable energy, micro-turbines, and other distributed 218 

generation technologies at local and regional levels.  At the most basic level, the 219 

Commission can require Ameren to measure and report how long it takes its customers to 220 

interconnect a distributed generation system. The Commission can measure this by 221 

requiring Ameren to promote energy storage, including possible rebates, incentives 222 

and/or tariffs.  The plan should also address how Ameren will enable integration of 223 
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intermittent power sources, including energy storage, energy efficiency, distributed 224 

generation and utility scale renewable energy.  As climate change and environmental 225 

concerns increase, the demand for renewable energy resources will also increase; since 226 

these are for the most part intermittent in nature, a smart grid should enable power 227 

systems to operate with larger amounts of such resources.  228 

 229 

Q. How should the Commission address third party investments in alternative 230 

resources in comparison to traditional generation? 231 

A. The Commission must require Ameren to develop the infrastructure and policies 232 

necessary to enable and support the sale of demand response, energy efficiency, 233 

distributed generation, and storage into wholesale energy markets as a resource, on equal 234 

footing with traditional generation resources.  The Commission should require that 235 

Ameren meet a certain percentage of their total capacity in demand response by a certain 236 

time, including requiring a certain percentage in automated demand response.1   237 

 238 

Q. What about measuring benefits related to energy consumption? 239 

A. Customers must be active participants in the operation of the energy grid.  A smarter grid 240 

will enable consumers to change their behavior around dynamic prices or to pay vastly 241 

increased rates for the privilege of reliable electrical service during high-demand 242 

conditions.  The Commission can encourage customers to manage energy more 243 

efficiently by requiring Ameren to make available to all customers access to their energy 244 

information through a web portal, by requiring that AMI investments are done with an 245 

                                                 
1 Automated demand response is a variety of technologies that are automatically activated upon receiving a demand 
response event notification or price trigger.  The Commission should also measure the cost savings these 
investments produce for customers using them. 
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eye towards supporting the use and adoption of Home Area Networks (“HANs”) to 246 

manage energy usage, and by requiring Ameren to establish an ongoing energy meter 247 

calibration program. 248 

 249 

Q. Are you aware of any body that has adopted these types of metrics? 250 

A. Yes.  The California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”) led a planning process that 251 

included the discussion of smart grid metrics.  The investor-owned utilities in California, 252 

along with the Environmental Defense Fund, presented the CPUC with a report outlining 253 

ideas for metrics that can guide the first smart grid deployment plans filed by the utilities.  254 

The following metrics were adopted by consensus, meaning the CPUC will measure 255 

changes in: 256 

• Load impact from smart grid-enabled, utility administered demand response; 257 

• Demand response program size, both in total megawatts and customer class 258 
enrollment, to the extent available; 259 

• Number of customers that are on a time-variant or dynamic pricing tariff (by 260 
customer class and climate zone, to the extent available); 261 

• Number and percentage of customers with advanced meters  that access energy 262 
usage information or enroll in utility energy information programs; 263 

• Number of customers enrolled in time-variant electric vehicle tariffs; 264 

• Megawatts and megawatt-hours of grid connected energy storage interconnected 265 
at the transmission or distribution system level; 266 

• System load factor and load factor by customer class; 267 

• Number of and total nameplate capacity of customer-owned or operated, grid-268 
connected distributed generation facilities; and  269 

• Total annual electricity deliveries from customer-owned or operated, grid 270 
connected distributed generation facilities. 271 

 272 
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Q. Does California provide any other examples of metrics the Commission can 273 

consider? 274 

A. Yes.  With respect to realizing environmental benefits associated with smart grid 275 

investments, California addressed how the total environmental footprint of the current 276 

electric generation and delivery system can be evaluated.  Stakeholders considered how 277 

they could achieve changes in the environmental footprint of the generation and 278 

transmission infrastructure on the energy grid that are in step with California and Federal 279 

environment and energy goals, such as specific global warming pollution goals.  One way 280 

to accomplish this goal is to lower the costs associated with meeting CPUC goals for 281 

energy efficiency and renewable electricity generation.  California created specific 282 

metrics to track cost savings and avoided GHG emissions associated with smart-grid 283 

enabled improvements in: 284 

• Intermittent renewable integration that reduces the need for spinning reserves and 285 
other ancillary services;  286 

• Line loss reductions in the transmission and distribution system; 287 

• Residential automated demand response programs and energy efficiency 288 
programs; and 289 

• Energy storage.    290 

 291 

Q. How should the Commission move forward? 292 

A. The best approach is for the Commission to direct Ameren to: 293 

• Convene stakeholders to discuss and recommend specific metrics based on the 294 
objectives I have identified; 295 

• Collect data regarding past performance of those metrics; 296 

• Publish a report detailing the Company's methodology and results for measuring 297 
past performance and for measuring new activities;  298 
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• Hold a workshop to review the report; and  299 

• Propose a plan to measure and improve performance going forward. 300 

The Commission can use the resulting plan as a baseline for its review of Ameren’s 301 

performance in the annual proceedings laid out by the Act.  The Commission can then 302 

track Ameren’s improvement every year.   303 

 304 

IV. CONCLUSION 305 

Q. Does this conclude your direst testimony in this case? 306 

A. Yes. 307 


